
Is your Bible actually mistranslated to have the artificial measure of the pagan Roman 

sidereal week days of the seven pagan sky gods? Does your translated Bible actually 

teach that Christ is pagan and in your false translated Bible Christ resurrects at the rising 

of the sun god on “the first day of the pagan Roman sidereal week” (of the seven pagan 

sky gods)? 

 

Do you fully understand when you let ruling members of the Catholic Church 

mistranslate your Bible into the pagan sidereal week days of the seven pagan sky gods 

you let them remove the greatest power of God that should convince the most doubtful 

that the Bible is from God.  The Sidereal week days are making near a complete cripple 

and near complete wreck out of your entire mistranslated Bible.  Be honest what do you 

know for certain about Sidereal time mode when comparing to natural time mode that is 

written in the entire ancient languages of the Bible?   

 

Remember the most important facts, God’s solar day starts at the dusk of the evening and 

ends at the dusk of the next evening. Sidereal solar days start artificially at midnight and 

ends at the next midnight. "Sidereal time" mistranslated in Bibles is why there exist hard 

contradictions in all the popular mistranslated Bibles.  

 

Discover this fact that in a recent poll the Pagan sidereal time mode in all popular 

mistranslated Bibles is the main cause for over ninety (90) percent of all honest truth 

loving Scientists and the higher educated are made to hate God and hate the Bible. Look 

at the facts it is the sidereal time mode mistranslated in all popular Bibles that makes the 

Bible near totally crippled to convince the higher educated that the Bible is from God. 

 

You cannot be saved when for over seven hundred years Bibles have been mistranslated 

in the Roman Catholic pagan sidereal week days of the seven pagan sky gods and from 

other false Catholic Catechism that is first mistranslated into all popular Bibles by ruling 

members of the Catholic Church.   

 

Get the free download of the Holy Ekklesia Bible.  Read about the resurrection moment 

of Christ in the true translated “Holy Ekklesia Bible” and see the world of differences and 

the power of God and see that all Catholic Catechism is removed from the Holy Ekklesia 

Bible translation. See how the true Agape Love Bible is fulfilling prophecy of the great 

reformation of the holy people of God at this web site https://ekklesiabibleproject.com  


